INFLATABLE ROLLING DIRECTIONS
Set-up
1) Unroll inflatable in the direction you wish it to face.
2) Unfold and attach motor to the air hose on the back of inflatable.
3) Close zipper and tie off exhaust tube if needed.
4) Attach the supplied extension cord to motor if needed and plug into a GFI outlet.
5) Some motors will immediately start up while others require a switch to be flipped (see underside, or side of motor).
6) It should take about 3-5 minutes to inflate. Make sure the air hose to the motor is not twisted.
7) Stake the unit using the supplied stakes to prevent movement of the unit as kids jump. Stakes should be hammered in at a 45
degree angle.
Safety Instructions
1) The ride should not be operated if wind exceeds 25 mph or in rain or lightning conditions.
2) All riders must remove their shoes.
3) Riders should be sorted by size. Only riders of the same size should be allowed in the ride at the same time.
4) Riders must remove loose or sharp objects including glasses and dangling jewelry.
5) No food, drink, or gum in the inflatable.
6) The rated capacity should never be exceeded.
7) The operator should position himself/herself in close proximity to the entrance of the ride.
8) While the ride is in operation, the operator should watch the riders at all times.
9) No roughhousing or horseplay should be tolerated.
10) No flips.
11) No climbing on the walls, nets, or roof is allowed.
12) Anyone who does not obey the rules after being warned should be asked to exit the ride. (Operators should understand
that they are in control of the ride and removing someone from a ride who is not following rules is important for all riders'
safety)
13) The operator must strictly enforce the rules posted on the warning sign.
14) The operator must remain in control of the ride at all times. The inflatable must be supervised at all times while there are
riders.
15) Absolutely no Silly String in or around the inflatable.
Take-down (see page 2)
1) Make sure unit is empty of toys, clothes, etc.
2) Make sure area around Inflatable is clear before deflating.
3) Take stakes out of the ground and put where they won’t be forgotten (on top of blower, etc.)

Rolling the Inflatable for Return
1. Turn motor off and push so unit falls forward (allows air to escape faster), then disconnect the hose from the blower.

2. When unit is flat, fold top back so that all vinyl is on top of the bouncing surface (the bottom square).

3. Fold step back (if applicable), and fold sides in about 2 feet. Then fold in half.

4. Begin to roll from the front towards the back as tightly as possible.

5. When rolled to the end, insert buckle of tying strap underneath. Roll back just a little, and pull buckle through from the other
side. Also tuck in hoses and any extra material. Finish rolling unit on top of tucked-in material, thread strap through buckle and
cinch tightly.

Cotton Candy Machine Operating Instructions
Step 1:
 Mix 1 teaspoon of flavoring with 1 pound of plain white
granulated sugar in a pitcher (sugar will still be white in
color).
Step 2:
 Pour sugar mixture into the center of the machine (the
“head”) until almost completely full.
Step 3:
 Turn Machine heat on and then turn machine motor on Stand back a little ways.
Step 4:
 As candy comes out, place paper cone inside and twirl
stick around the inside of the bowl to make cone desired
size. If machine is making too much too quickly, turn
both motor and heater off until you are ready to make
more.
Clean Up:
 When finished, let machine finish making any reaming
sugar, toss out what you do not want. Then clean out
the bowl and the bubble with warm soapy water and let
dry.

SNOW CONE MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS
· Start motor and fill the gooseneck with ice cubes or block ice broken into pieces
3” to 4” in size. Fill to about an inch from the top.
· Push the pusher handle down to press the ice into the cutter head. A firm,
even pressure is all that’s required,
· But sometimes you will find it better to relieve the pressure 2 or 3 times on
the way down. This lets the ice rearrange itself and get a better bite.
·

It takes approximately ½ pound of ice per cone.

DO NOT FORCE THE HANDLE too much as this may stall the motor.
Do not put anything besides ice down the gooseneck!!!
NEVER put your hands down the gooseneck or up into the gooseneck from inside
the machine.

When done using the machine, simply get the rest of the shaved ice out of the box.

